
The Man furniture series references the 
1950’s - 1960’s Danish furniture design, 
a period that was inspired by Bauhaus, 
where simple and clean shapes were the 
focus. Minimal detailing and stylish clean 
expression portray this style of design in 
the Man Series. The charismatic parallel 
frame and the visible joining of the materials 
clearly define the construction found in this 
series. The furniture of the Man series is 
suitable for open spaces, as well as homely 
surroundings, where the furniture appears 
both decorative and functional. The unique 
style of design provides a simplicity and 
natural look to the table and will sit well in 
any interior whether traditional or modern.

MAN TABLE
NORR11 Design House

DIMENSIONS

MAN SIDE TABLE

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Stainless steel legs and marble table top.
MATERIALS 

Marble: Spain, Portugal & India
Legs: Denmark

MAN TABLE VARIATIONS

Green 
Marble

Black Marble

Length: 65 cm
Width: 33 cm
Height: 29 cm 
Marble Thickness: 2  cm

29 cm

33 cm

MAN COFFEE TABLE

Length: 100 cm
Width: 48 cm
Height: 29 cm
Marble Thickness: 
2 cm

The Man Coffee and Side Table feature a stainless steel 
frame with a 2 cm marble table top, which offers an 
elegant contrast to the steel frame. The marble top is 
available in black or green. The Black Marquina marble 
originating from Spain or Portugal, is a compact and 
fine grained black rock. This marble is a recrystallized 
reef chalk with some calcite veins, on which some fossil 
remains can be seen. The Black Marquina can range 
from pitch black to black with plenty of white veins. 
The surface is polished. Green Guatemala marble 
is sourced in India. It has a beautiful structure,  it 
is rather regular deep green with matching-tones 
venations. The surface is polished. 
 
The Man Side Tabletop is a 2 cm marble table top 
which offer an elegant contrast to the piece. This 
style of design provide a simplicity and natural look 
to the table and will sit well in any interior whether 
traditional or modern.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Follow instructions on partner.norr11.com
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